
I propose to create an installation that is site specific to the “The Sculpture Center” blueprint. On

space D, there are a series of shelves with protruding porcelain conduits. Each shelf is about 12 inch-

es wide, eight feet tall and had a depth of about one inch. See images below:
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SCULPTURE CENTER PROPOSAL



My work is ideally suited for this industrial unconventional space. The existing porcelain conduits

mimic the coil shape of polyurethane air hosing. I would like to incorporate the polyurethane hosing

into a sculpture by creating a juxtaposition between the rigid, fragile conduits and flexible, transpar-

ent, durable hosing. The unswerving, upright coiled shape of the porcelain conduits will contrast with

the organic, twisting, coiled shapes of the polyurethane air hosing. These organic shapes mimic intes-

tines, amoeba shaped forms whereas the rigid porcelain shapes feel like fossils. The tone of the con-

duits is cold and sterile, whereas, the lighted air hosing is warm and personal. 

In figure 1, “Spiral Adventure” and “Topsy Turvey Relationship” are on one of the shelves at the

“Sculpture Center”. I envision a scene from a science fiction novel or movie. After World War Three,

planet earth is in shambles. Aliens discovered dead algae and other vegetation. Using their powers,

they regenerate life. In figure 2, “Glowing Slinky” is on one of the shelves at the “Sculpture Center”.

I envision the rebuilding of the old city. Living plants regenerate dead ones.

figure 1: Regeneration 1

figure 2: Regeneration 2
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In figure three, I incorporated sculptures from the

“Glowlight series” with sculptures from the “Coil

series”. “Glow Wo rm” with elements of “Glowing

Slinky” and “Gender War” are on a shelf of the

“ S c u l p t u re Center”. Due to the flexibility of the

materials, I was able to integrate sculptures fro m

both of my series into one installation. The spiral

shapes of the latex tubing blend with the coil shapes

of the pneumatic air hosing. The juxtaposition of

materials is eye catching. The combination of a 

c o n c rete floor, brick wall, and frosted plexiglass 

work together.

figure 3: New Earth
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